
Example Scenario 

 

I created an Assembly for a Wood Table no Sub-Assemblies just components to keep it simple. I 

create a WO for 1. You can see that we are short all the components.  

 

I go into the Auto Generate PO routine and just ask for what is required to bring potential stock back 

to 0. (Potential is In Stock – SO + PO).  



 

You can see the 4 component items. I will create POs for them. When I have emailed the supplier the 

PO and the goods come in we can then look to allocate the stock to outstanding works orders.  

 

You can see the item lines for these WOs in the Reduce Shortages list.  



 

 

When you look at outstanding works orders there is a tab for fully allocated WOs.  



 

The WO has now 100% of its components allocated. We could now complete the WO taking the 

components out of stock and the finished item into stock.  

 

If this assembly was a sub contract job usually. i.e. we send it to a subcontractor to complete the WO 

then we can default that in or manually tick it in the WO.  



I have picked a Non stock item that describes the process. The supplier which defaults in the 

Location in WIP warehouse I have designated for that supplier so I know what stock of ours they 

have.  

I have also raised a PO for the process to the supplier that can go with the goods and have a GRN / 

Bill matches against it later on.  

When I am ready to transfer the stock to the supplier I can print a Pick / Delivery Note.  

 

 

This is what we would use to pick and send the goods to the supplier subcontractor.  



 

If we just wanted to issue the stock to production rather than send to a subcontractor we can use 

the above pick note. We can also print labels for the items and a works order document.  

 

 



 

When I actually transfer the stock, the stock is moved in the system by clicking the Transfer 

components to WIP button. This creates an Adjustment out and in.  

When the WO is complete we confirm this. This will take the components out of stock and put the 

finished item into stock. This creates an Adjustment out and in.  

 



Scenario with Sub Assemblies 

 

If I create a WO for an Assembly that also have Sub Assembly items it will allocate any free stock we 

have. When manually creating a WO it will not automatically explode subassemblies there is a 

button to do that.  

 

You can see that it is created 2 works orders /1 /2. It did not create the last one as we have in the 

settings never explode that assembly because we make in bulk.  



 

If I drill down on one of these WOs you can see that this has components but also 1 is also a Sub 

Assembly so because we have no stock it created another WO.  

 

If I go find WOs you can see we have 5 sub assembly works orders within that 1 works order.  

 

 

 

 

 



Scenario linked to Sales Order 

 

I have a SO for 2 tables, 1 allocated so we only need 1.  

 

We have a routine to make to sales order. Our SO item line for 1 is in the list.  



 

This will create a WSO the same as SO code # item line no. The fields with SO Date, Due Date etc. are 

filled in if linked to a SO.  

When making to a sales order when I complete the WSO it will automatically allocate the qty to the 

SO if the SO is still at the Print Picking Note status.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Scenario Include Batch Serial 

 

The finished item and some components are batch serial. You will not be able to Transfer or 

complete WO without confirming the batch / serials using F3 as usual.  

 


